As the number of transistors in a single chip is increasing day by day, SoC is a very popular choice among the developers as it gives more speed and functionality. The IPs in the SoCs can be from different vendors and may be used for a third party for manufacturing a chip. For effective communication among the IPs or more commonly Cores, an in built network structure called Network on Chip (NOC) has been developed over the years and different versions of NOCs are available in the present day. This paper proposes a segmented buffer structure for NOC router for effective utilization of the NOC buffers.
I. INTRODUCTION
An NOC router has many variations in this day depending upon their routing techniques, communication methods etc. In this paper wormhole routing is taken into consideration which consists of Virtual Channels. Generally each router is connected to five ports. Four in the cardinal directions which are in turn connected to other routers and the fifth is connected to its own IP. The job of the router is to deliver a packet to its correct destination depending upon the routing table (either static routing table or dynamic routing table) . In this paper a segmented buffer structure for NOC has been introduced. The rest of the paper is as follows-in Section II, a summary of the generic router architecture is given. in Section III different routing techniques. Section IV explains Power Gating technique. Concept of Wake up latency is explained in Section V. Section VI emphasizes on ViChaR (a dynamic virtual channel regulator) architecture. In Section VII a brief literature survey is given and finally the proposed architecture is explained in Section VIII.
II. NOC ROUTER
An SoC chip is a collection of homogeneous or heterogeneous modules called IP cores. Each IP is connected to a router and all the routers are interconnected to form a network of routers. When an IP module wants to send a packet to another IP module, first the packet goes to the router associated with the originating module. A routing algorithm is applied on the packet and it is transferred to another adjacent router. That router does the same operation and the packet traverses through various routers until it reaches the destination.
A generic NOC router consists of the following components: Virtual Channels, Virtual Channel Arbiter, Switch Allocator, Crossbar, routing computation unit and I/O ports. Fig. 1 shows a complete NOC router structure [1] and Fig. 2 shows a generic router buffer [2] .
A. Virtual Channels
Virtual channels are collection of buffers which provide alternate path for flits which may not proceed further due to congestion in some route though its destined route is not busy. It gives flexibility to the structure and throughput is greatly increased.
B. Virtual Channel Arbiter
VCA assigns a Virtual Channel to particular flit if more than one flit are requesting for the same VC.
C. Switch Allocator
SA grants permission to a certain VC to use the crossbar switch among other VCs.
D. Crossbar Switch
Crossbar Switch is an N×N switch matrix which transfers the flits from a VC to the destined output port.
E. Routing Computation Unit
The RC unit transfers the header flit to its destination I/O port. Other flits of that packet follow the header flit. Segmented Buffer for NOC Router Biman Debbarma and S. N. Pradhan
III. VARIOUS ROUTING TECHNIQUES

A. XY Routing
This is a type of routing algorithm in which flits first moves in x-direction and then in y-direction to the receiver. In this the addresses of the routers are given in XYcoordinates. One of the advantages of this routing algorithm is that it never runs into deadlock or live-lock.
B. West First Routing
In this type of routing, flits move to the west direction first to reach its destination router. And if the flits take any other direction then further west turn is prohibited.
C. Negative First Routing
In this type of routing algorithm, flits move in negative direction i.e. either west or south first. These turns are not allowed in future.
D. Odd Even Routing
In this type of routing algorithm no flit is allowed to make in East-North turns & East-South turns if origination router is in even column. In case of odd column North-South turns & South-West turns are prohibited.
E. Dyad Routing
This routing algorithm is totally dependent upon network traffic condition. It is the combination of deterministic & adaptive routing algorithm. Basically it switches between adaptive & deterministic routing algorithm depending upon the traffic. In this algorithm, each router in the network continuously checks its local network load and chooses algorithm type based on this information. When the network is not congested, a DyAD router works in a deterministic mode.
IV. POWER GATING
In a SoC, except the processing element, routers themselves consume a considerable amount of power. When there is no traffic, still 35.7% of the standby power is consumed by the routers at 75 o C [3] . As the technology scales down, dynamic power will decrease but as the number of elements keep on increasing, leakage power will increase. So attempt should be made to decrease this leakage power. Previous works have been done for this purpose. Among them, DVFS method [4] , [5] , power gating techniques [6]- [9] . Power gating is mainly of two types: coarse-grained and fine-grained. In coarse-grained power gating, a particular IP module can be turned on or off using power switches. This method is simpler to implement. But for routers, more control is required over the router elements.
For this purpose, fine-grained power gating technique is well suited. In [8] , the elements are divided into various micro power domains which share the same signal.
Therefore, unlike coarse-grained power gating, power switches are inserted in the micro power domains between VGND and GND. It provides greater flexibility to control the power. On the other hand, more power switches means more power consumption. Therefore, this trade off has to be kept in mind while implementing a fine-grained power gating design. Fig. 3 shows fine-grained power gating discussed above. 
V. WAKE UP LATENCY
Another important aspect of power gating technique is the wake up latency. If the power switches takes too long to wake up, there will be pipeline stall. If the power switches wake up too early, they will add up to the dynamic power consumption. Therefore, certain mechanism should be there for maintaining an optimum wake up latency. Various approaches have been adopted like Look ahead method [10] , where the output port of a flit is calculated in advance to reduce wake up latency. Another technique called Look ahead with ever-on may be used where the first hop is always on and no wake up signal is required for that. In Look ahead with active buffer method a part of the buffer is always on. Generally VC buffers use Active buffer window method. Other modules use Look ahead method. 
VI. VICHAR ARCHITECTURE
The router structure discussed in section II is prone to leakage power consumption as all the VCs are not active at a time and also the VCs are underutilized. Nicopoulos et al [2] proposed a Dynamic Virtual regulator for NOCs consisting of Unified Buffer Structure and Unified Control logic. fig. 7 shows ViChaR block and Fig. 8 shows the ViChaR architecture. This architecture gives stress upon the fact that small number of deep VCs are suitable for light traffic whereas a large number of shallow VCs are best suited for heavy traffic. Fig. 5 explains this statement. For fixed buffer allocation, this flexibility cannot be achieved. In ViChaR, each port can avail the buffers on a basis of dynamic allocation. The allocation depends upon the traffic condition. It was shown in [2] that ViChaR architecture results into 4.03% of area savings and 1.74% power overhead. Also throughput wise, it is superior to some other router architectures proposed in literature. In traditional router architecture, a packet will be blocked if the packet at the head of a VC is blocked. This is called Head-of-line blocking. Also the same FIFO cannot be used by other packets as this will lead to packet mixing. Fig. 6 shows these two concepts. 
VII. LITERATURE SURVEY
A number of buffer architectures are proposed in literature. In [2] it was shown that network performance is directly related to buffer size and buffer organization. Dynamically allocated buffer structured was proposed in [11] . DAMQ with self compacting buffers [12] , FCCB [13] , VC allocation on traffic condition [14] , Chaos router [15] , BLAM routing algorithm [16] , Geyser 1 [17] are also discussed in literature. Some power aware models are discussed in [18] , [19] , [20] . Concept of virtual channel flow control was introduced in [21] . Energy comparison of different types of routers was shown in [22] . 
VIII. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
ViChaR architecture provides a flexible structure for NOC router. The problem with the architecture is that it is not suitable for fine grained power gating i.e. it is hard to find the components that would consume similar amount of power or that would be on or off at the same time. Although because of dynamic router architecture the VCs are properly utilized but still all the routers are not needed at all times. Therefore, leakage power is still there. A technique is introduced by which the leakage power can be reduced. Here instead of unified buffer structure, a segmented buffer structure is used.
The total number of buffers is divided into various groups i.e. in different segments. For each segment, one control logic called Segmented Control Logic is used. The number of segments depends upon the granularity of power gating. More number of segments means finer grained power gating. Fig. 9 shows a part of segmented buffer architecture.
From the figure it is seen that the control logic is same for flit 1 to flit 2k. It is worth stating here that this range may vary from user to user as discussed previously. Obviously, as number of segments increases, area overhead will also increase. For example for four segments, the area overhead will be 6.96%. Therefore, if area can be compromised, the number of segments may be increased for finer power gating.
Also, as each of the buffers, switch and MUXes can be connected to a power switch, number of power switches will also add up to the area overhead. Therefore, an optimum number of power switch insertion have to be kept in mind.
In the architecture, each virtual channel is capable for storing four 64 bit flits. Fig. 10 shows the technological schematic of one virtual channel. The simulation was done on Xilinx ISE Project Navigator 12.4. 
IX. CONCLUSION
A segmented buffer structure has been proposed in this paper for which finer power gating is possible though area overhead will increase with increasing numbers of segments. In this paper, a technique is proposed to increase the efficiency of the existing ViChaR architecture.
In future, this structure may be simulated and performance may be evaluated based on energy consumption.
